
p.air clear

On the

Safe side

Protection  
gets a face.

N95 PROTECTION, DESIGNED FOR CONNECTION
The P.Air Clear is the World’s First NIOSH Approved N95 Respirator 
With Transparent Window

IDEAL FOR HEALTHCARE, CUSTOMER 

SERVICE, EDUCATION AND MORE



The p.air clear is the first NIOSH-approved  
N95 respirator with a transparent window, 
eliminates the communication barrier  

posed by traditional masks.

This is an important breakthrough  

for healthcare workers, educators,  

students, geriatrics and the  

deaf and hard of  

hearing population.



Say it 
with a 

smile

The challenge with traditional N95 respirators is that they hide facial 

expressions that relay essential non-verbal information. This makes 

communication especially difficult for people with cognitive or hear-

ing impairments. As a speech and language pathologist working with 

elderly dementia patients, I’ve found that the p.air clear respirator 

eliminates these challenges. Aside from being able to read my lips 

and facial expressions, my smile helps to put patients at ease when we 

work together.”–Kristen Smith, MS, CCC-SLP

A smile is incredibly important in personal communication. It 

conveys friendliness, warmth, and sincerity – all of which can 

make customers or patients feel more satisfied and likely to 

return in the future.

Traditional N95 masks obstruct the face, making nonver-

bal communication almost impossible. The p.air clear with 

its transparent window makes it possible for all workers to 

demonstrate their commitment to the recipient. 

 

SUPPORT COMMUNICATION AND ENHANCE PATIENT  

AND PROVIDER SATISFACTION WITH THE P.AIR CLEAR N95 

RESPIRATOR

The majority of our communication is non-verbal. We rely on 

facial cues to convey emotion, build trust, enhance compre-

hension and build relationships. The p.air clear N95 respirator 

ensures superior protection, without detracting from what 

matters most. 

Establish trust, convey empathy and demonstrate compas-

sion during difficult times or when patients feel vulnerable, 

isolated or afraid. Even facilitate lip-reading with deaf and 

hard-of-hearing patients or students while still being protect-

ed well.

Decrease the chance of miscommunication and ensure 

recipients understand your messages. 

Swiss-made with the highest quality material for comfort  

and function, the p.air clear features a transparent window,  

a latex-free head harness and an adjustable nose clip.
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Your optrel retailer:

Optrel is a leading manufacturer of innovative occupational safety protection for 

the industrial and healthcare markets. The company focuses on providing workers 

with the most advanced technology in eye protection and respiratory health.  

For nearly 30 years, Optrel has challenged convention by creating personal 

protective equipment that prioritizes safety while increasing productivity and job 

satisfaction. Optrel AG is headquartered in Wattwil, Switzerland with its North 

American operations, Optrel, Inc., based in East Greenwich, Rhode Island, USA

Order information???


